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I turn the key and push. The door begins to swing but bangs against its 
chain — a barrier she’s fashioned from a leash. This means she’s home. Mouth to 
slit: “Sister, hello, sister.”  

From some room she comes. The chain unfastened, I step inside — admitted. 
Begin by admitting. A good beginning, but how much either party will admit 
(or admit to) is never a known factor. I’ve brought a desire. We begin, she and 
I; we’ve begun before, and often.  It so happens, this day, our desires agree: to 
discuss language — the many ways it rescues and fails her. 

We are readers, she earlier and more avid than I. Much lends itself to reading. 
Here’s mine of her hallway and the two rooms opening off it: few sources of 
physical comfort. Evidence of other forms of succour — objects stacked and 
ordered, things grouped in evolving compositions, small and large material 
repetitions, an arid calm, yarn and wire, smell of enclosure, paper, paper, ink, 
anxiety leaking and drafting, paint, scissors, typewriter, open box of typewriter 
ribbons, glue, dust, more paper, language, language, language everywhere.
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The following day, she brings me two typewritten texts, and a handwritten 
letter. 
The first, titled: “ Duct : I   N   T   R   O ” , she explains, might serve as 
introduction to any number of  her larger works. 

I am pulled to her “Randomness pulls: & something pulls back.” 
I ask her to comment on the idea of self- as- resistance.  
She has taped her answer to the opposite page: “The proof that I exist… The 
linguophagous am.”
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I hunger for her seeming freedom. Oh, to be spieled out, spackled widely, wildly 
tackled, slicked, and sleeked by language.

Her freedom?
Language is the whale that, swallowed, she inhabits. Sounds echo in the live 
ribbed vault. 

I read her, then stare at my timidity, my law-abiding, linguistic prudery. For 
me the written word is steeped in punishment and humiliation. Memories 
of school — of failure at spelling, of slowness at reading — haunt the written, 
making it an ever-present classroom. In its defined, exacting, space, I attempt 
to prove myself; take covert delight, slyly twisting at every opportunity. The 
sentence, a most private pleasure. Beautiful alignments gut me. 
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She has asked that her writing occupy one page and mine the opposite page, to 
prevent our words from “contaminating” each other, to stop the one text from 
bleeding into the other. 
This idea appeals to me for aesthetic reasons. Vistas open.
We’ve agreed that her text will claim the left page, mine the right.

Already, I’ve infringed, purloining some of her words (spiel, spackle, etc…).
She has not requested that I undo what’s been done.
She will admit this one slippage, permit me a singular sleight of hand.
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Her language pleasure, infectious, resisting quarantine.
The less medication she takes, she tells me, the more insistently words 

decompose. “Appear” becomes “app” and “ear”; seconds later, “ap” and “pear,” 
send her thoughts in search of a still life. When every word she hears, or reads, 
shatters upon contact — her mind a windshield, every word a mess of feather 
and bone, spray of blood — imposing order exhausts her.

“To shut this down takes enormous energy, which can push me to the edge of 
passing out.” 
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